Autumn Trophy: 2018 Regulations
1. Introduction
The following technical regulations are set out in accordance with the Msa format and should be understood that
unless it says you CAN DO IT you should work on the principle you CANNOT. Whilst every effort has been made to
ensure the information is accurate it is the drivers responsibility to ensure their car meets MSA Blue book
regulations in all matters particularly on safety.
Note In all instances where series regulations state options are free all variations and modifications must conform to
blue book regulations in all matters.

2. Description
Open to any saloon, coupe or sports car based on a production model. Whilst we want to attract as wide a variety of
cars as possible, the club reserves the right to refuse entry to a car/driver not within the spirit of the series.

3. Safety
Drivers should ensure that both they and their cars conform in every way with the MSA Blue book with specific
regard to safety matters. You are particularly drawn to though not exclusively to the installation of roll cages ,race
seats, extinguishers cut of switches rain lights and your race clothing.

4. Chassis
Must be based on a production vehicle and recognisable as such, otherwise free.
Space frames and one off specials prohibited.

5. Exterior
Must retain as near as possible its original silhouette and be recognised as the model entered. Modifications using
aftermarket body panels, and materials such as glass fibre/carbon, and wings/dive plans allowed subject to any
limitations imposed by the Blue book regulations. Otherwise free.

6. Interior
All cars must be fitted with a MSA and/or FIA approved roll cage /seat/ harnesses/extinguisher and any other safety
requirement, Glass may be replaced by lightened materials in accordance with Msa Blue book regulations. Otherwise
free.

7. Ground Clearance
It is permitted to alter ride height of cars but these must be no less than the minimum allowed for saloon car racing
from the ground to body work including any added aero devices, in race trim with driver.

8. Engine
Free.

9. Suspension
Free.

10. Transmission
Free.

11. Lighting
Free.

12. Brakes
Free.

13. Wheels/Steering
Free.

14. Tyres
Allowable any MSA approved Blue book listed treaded tyre Slicks strictly prohibited.

15. Racing Weight
No min weight limit.

16. Fuel Tank/Fuel
Location and type of tank free subject to Blue Book regs, Fuel limited to commercially available pump fuel.

17. Silencing
All cars must comply with MSA/Circuit restrictions on noise.

18. Classes
Class A ‐ Saloons/Coupe's/Sports cars between 2501 ‐ 3000cc
Class B ‐ Saloons/Coupe's/Sports cars between 2001 ‐ 2500cc
Class C ‐ Saloons/Coupe's between 1601 ‐ 2000cc
Class D ‐ Saloons/Coupe's up to 1600cc
Class E ‐ Sports cars between 1601 ‐ 2000cc
Class F ‐ Sports cars up to 1600cc
Note: Cars running Supercharger/Turbo's to run in class above engine capacity.

